
World In My Hands Chapter 5

Chapter 5 He Dares To Beat Up His
Superior

After a while, Jonathan finally let go of Benjamin. Fear flashed across Benjamin’s eyes when he

looked at Jonathan. However, Benjamin grew furious the next second as his dignity was

severely challenged.

“All right. You said that your name is Jonathan? How dare you beat up your superior! There’s

no need for you to continue working here. You can leave now.” Benjamin started exercising

his power.

In fact, his position as the chief security officer was a compromise the property company

made. Benjamin had a group of lackeys under his leadership, and they caused trouble

everywhere. The property company had no choice but to give him a title in the company. In

reality, they did not pay Benjamin a high salary. His monthly salary was lower than that of

usual security guards.

However, Benjamin received payment from several companies.

As Jonathan had interviewed for this job at the property company, Benjamin was unfamiliar

with him.

After hearing how Benjamin had asked him to leave, he was unwilling not because he thought

fondly of the job. However, it was because this job was comfortable, and he wasn’t keen to

find another one. “I believe that you were the one who attacked me first? What’s the matter?

You’re allowed to hit someone, but others are not allowed to hit you?”

Jonathan chuckled and added, “If you want me to leave, you have to pay me my entire

salary.”

“No, you shall not receive a single penny,” replied Benjamin.

Jonathan glared at the latter and said, “I think I should continue teaching you a lesson then.”

Benjamin was shocked when he noticed the murderous intent in Jonathan’s eyes. He

staggered backward. With the roll of his eyes, a terrible idea abruptly came to him. Hence, his

voice softened as he said, “All right, I’ll forgive what you did this time. You better be careful in

the future.”

With that said, he covered his face with one of his hands and left.

Jonathan snorted and did not take Benjamin’s words seriously.

However, one of the security guards reminded Jonathan with good intentions, “Jonathan, I

think you should leave now. Benjamin is someone who would seek revenge. Since you’ve

offended him, I’m sure he’ll cook up a plan to get back at you.”

Jonathan was not alarmed and responded, “Forget it. You’re saying that he’ll try to set me up?

You think too highly of him.” He even smiled before continuing, “Nonetheless, thank you,

Anthony, for your reminder!”

Then, Jonathan patted his tummy and said, “I’m so hungry. I need some food. Goodbye!”

He left as soon as he finished speaking.

This guy is so carefree.

Anthony and another security guard felt that Jonathan did not understand the severity of

things when they saw how he brushed off their reminder. They shook their heads as if they

were able to anticipate Jonathan’s horrible fate.

They had personally seen how Benjamin got back at others.

Around seven in the evening, Jonathan changed into a clean white shirt, a pair of jeans, and

sneakers. He was wearing a buzz cut and had an overwhelming aura.

Jonathan looked fresh, clean, and energetic.

In fact, he would leave a great impression on girls the first time they saw him.

On top of that, Jonathan was a decent-looking man and had the temperament of a military

man. He was also a carefree person, and that only increased his charisma.

Jonathan stood outside the neighborhood and waited for Jennifer.

Jennifer had given Jonathan a call earlier, saying that she would leave work at six. However,

she would be late if she had to take care of some errands.

Hence, seven o’clock was the best time for her.

Around ten minutes to seven, the beautiful sky was painted red by the sun on the faraway

horizon.

The night started later on such a hot day.

Jonathan did not wait for long before Jennifer arrived.

She was driving an inconspicuous Volkswagen Lavida that was white in color. Shortly after,

she pulled up in front of Jonathan.

He opened the door and got into the car.

Jennifer was stunned when she saw Jonathan as she felt that he looked good. She realized

that he was different from the usual sissy young men.

Jonathan was also stunned when he saw Jennifer. She was wearing a standard professional

suit—a white blouse and a black skirt. Jennifer looked seductive in her professional suit as she

had a perfect figure.

Those who were into uniforms would not be able to hold back when they saw her.

“Jen, you look gorgeous today!” Jonathan smiled and gave his compliments generously.

Jennifer smiled as she started the car and responded, “I’m not that beautiful, and I’m turning

thirty soon. You can stop complimenting me.”

Jonathan immediately exclaimed exaggeratedly, “Jen, are you lying? You don’t even look like

you’re eighteen years old.”

“You’re such a smooth talker.” Jennifer blushed upon hearing what Jonathan said.

“By the way, what do you want to eat?” Jennifer asked. “I’m fine with anything. Jen, you can

decide for us,” replied Jonathan.

“All right. Let’s go for barbecue,” Jennifer suggested.

“Okay!” Jonathan responded right away.

The barbecue Jennifer mentioned was three kilometers away.

The barbecue shop was a high-quality shop. They found a window seat and sat down.

After they placed their orders, Jennifer poured Jonathan a glass of water. She could not hold

back her curiosity and asked, “Jon, where did you serve in the past? You have extraordinary

skills, and I’m sure you would achieve great things if you stayed in the army. Why are you

working as a security guard in our neighborhood?”

Jonathan took a sip of the water and started lying casually through his teeth. “I used to be in

the Marsingfill’s military zone. After that, my superiors encouraged us to change our job from

being a soldier, and I abided by their advice.”

Jennifer was slightly stunned when she heard that. “Your superiors willingly allowed you to

change your career?”

“Well, there was nothing he could have done to stop me. I no longer wanted to work in the

military,” said Jonathan.
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